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KRZYSZTOF KRAUZE*

MODEL-BASED ESTIMATION OF DAILY PRODUCTION OUTPUT FOR VARIOUS TECHNOLOGIES 
OF THE LONGWALL OPERATION 

USTALENIE NA PODSTAWIE BADAŃ MODELOWYCH WYDOBYCIA DOBOWEGO 
DLA RÓŻNYCH TECHNOLOGII PRACY ŚCIANY

Satisfactory results obtained in underground hard coal exploitation depend on numerous factors, from 
which longwall technical equipment is a decisive factor. The longwall technical equipment infl uences daily 
output volume and value of capital expenditures. That is why, proper selection if individual machines and 
devices allowing assumed quality and capacity of mined coal is very important. An analytical model of 
the longwall operation allowing defi ning the daily mine output in function of the logwall parameters has 
been designed. Then analytical examinations allowing defi ning the daily mine output, assuming various 
organizational and technical variants, have been conducted for a chosen longwall. Required coal quality 
and minimization of capital expenditures were taken under consideration in the calculations. That allo-
wed drawing practical conclusions with respect to the longwal technical equipment, including variants 
of preferred organizational changes. 
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Uzyskanie dodatniej akumulacji w procesie podziemnej eksploatacji węgla kamiennego systemem 
ścianowym zależy od wielu czynników, z których wyposażenie techniczne ściany jest czynnikiem decy-
dującym. Wyposażenie techniczne ściany określa wielkość wydobycia dobowego oraz wartość nakładów 
inwestycyjnych, a potem eksploatacyjnych. Dlatego ważnym jest prawidłowy dobór poszczególnych 
maszyn i urządzeń tak, by w efekcie uzyskać zakładaną wydajność i jakość urobionego węgla. W związku 
z tym opracowano model analityczny pracy ściany pozwalający określić wielkość wydobycia dobowego 
w funkcji jej parametrów. Następnie dla wybranej ściany przeprowadzono badania analityczne umożli-
wiające określenie wydobycia dobowego, przyjmując możliwe do wystąpienia w rzeczywistości warianty 
organizacyjne oraz techniczne. W obliczeniach tych uwzględniono wymaganą jakość węgla oraz minima-
lizację nakładów inwestycyjnych. Pozwoliło to sformułować praktyczne wnioski odnośnie wyposażenia 
technicznego ściany, a szczególnie zalecanych i preferowanych zmian organizacyjnych
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1. Introduction

In Polish geological conditions, hard coal mining is conducted in underground mines with 
use of longwall exploitation system. According to fi nancial and technical potential, the longwall 
excavations are equipped with suitable machine sets for mechanical coal mining. 

Machine and device set used for mechanical mining of the hard coal with longwall system, 
named as longwall complex, consists of three major machines allowing cutting and winning 
transport into safely supported roadways. Proper selection of the mining machine (longwall 
shearer), transport facilities (lonwall conveyors, transfer conveyors) and supporting facilities 
(shock shield support, shield support, shock shield-shield support) allow obtaining assumed 
daily support, according to user’s requirement, i.e. coal Mine. Taking under consideration the 
upper suggestions we can state that selection of machines and devices of given longwall complex 
comprises such setting of these machines that with respect to local geological mining-conditions 
the assumed output can be obtained with minimal prime costs. 

Thus selection of mining machine, starting the longwall cutting, is particularly important. The 
mining/cutting machine must satisfy criterions of assumed daily output, taking under considera-
tion local conditions in the longwall excavation. The mentioned problem comprises operational 
and energy parameters, as well as outer dimensions of the mining machine, satisfying the user’s 
requirements. Calculation and defi ning of operational and capacity parameters of the other devices 
(conveyor, support) in such way that they satisfy daily output criterion, is also important. 

The upper suggestions referring to operation and capacity of the longwal complex machines 
and devices call for implementation of suitable procedure allowing proper selection of these 
devices, according to the user’s needs. Taking under consideration production cost of 1 coal 
tone and its selling cost, it seams to be necessary to assume that each user, i.e. coal Mine, should 
tend to obtain winning cotaining possibly great amount of grains with grain-size over 20 mm. It 
assures fi nally highest selling price with minimal production cost. 

Proper fi xing of machine and device parameters of the longwall complex allows defi ning 
ranges of the cutting parameters of worm-type cutting heads, which can satisfy the daily output 
criterion. That is why, it is very important that in the cutting phase, parameters of worm-type 
cutting heads, all factors infl uencing cutting and loading process, which depend not only on the 
cutting head and shearer, but also on operational and capacity of other devices of the longwall 
complex, were taken under consideration. 

It is also very important that the longwall winning could be easily transported toward the 
shaft. It this case capacity of transporting facilities (mostly band conveyors) should be suffi cient 
and should not generate the logwall shutdowns. 

Thus the longwall operation and selection of the longwall equipment should be organized 
in such manner that haulage capacity assures obtaining the assumed Mine daily mining output. 

A system of two-way mining is dominant in Polish hard coal Mines, mostly with fall of roof, 
but rarely, one-way system is also used. Two-way mining used in Poland characterizes with this 
that longwall shearer is operated in full cutting depth system for full logwall height, independ-
ently if the mining is made in fall of roof system or in fi lling system. 

Use of one-way mining is usually related with problems connected with loading of winning 
into conveyor. In such case, the worker consciously or not, leaves part of the winning on the 
fl oor, and the winning is loaded onto the conveyor in the return cycle. In such case, mining is 
conducted also with full wall height and full cutting depth mining.
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Using two-way mining system for whole wall height and full cutting depth mining, the 
extraction cycle should be properly conducted. More precisely, the cutting machine operated on 
the wall ends executes the slotting process in such manner that the normal operation cycle could 
be conducted. If so, after execution of slotting process the shearer is relocated to the other wall 
end (normal operation) cutting with the whole excavation height and full cutting depth mining. 
When the opposite longwall end is reached, the slotting process is repeated, and normal opera-
tion cycle is realizes again. 

One way mining system requires slotting phase only at one longwall side, where reloca-
tion of conveyor and its drive takes place. Whereas, return manoeuvre is conducted at the other 
longwall end, to assure the shearer shifting to the opposite side loading at the same time the 
winning into conveyor. This cycle is cot accompanied with the conveyor relocation, and shearer 
can not be equipped with loaders. 

The two-way mining system briefl y characterized above, but also uni-directional one, 
requires application of suitable machine sets, i.e. suitable longwall system. This refers to previ-
ously mentioned machines, i.e. longwall shearer, longwall and sub-longwall conveyors and the 
support. Constructional, kinematical and energy parameters of the machines in question should 
allow obtaining the planned daily output. 

Thus a question arises if satisfying of the mentioned requirements is possible in any min-
ing-geological conditions and possessed equipment. Thus analysis of the longwall operation 
with respect to its equipment, mining system and work organization in given mining-geological 
conditions is needed. 

It should be noted that actually used methods aimed at calculation of daily coal output allow 
this calculation only in concrete cases (Krauze, 2000a, 2000b; Snopkiewicz, 2009).

2. Two-way mining

As was already mentioned, the two-way mining, particularly mining with fall of roof for 
whole longwall height and full cutting depth mining system, is the most commonly used mining 
system in Polish hard coal mines. In many cases it gives satisfactory effects (daily output on 
selected level), but in many cases it gives negative effects (mining output less than assumed, big 
dustiness, minimal amount of coarse coal assortments). That is why the user often uses one-way 
mining system. It should be mentioned now that that it refers to defi nite longwall excavation, as 
the problems may not occur in the other longwall with the same parameters. 

The application of given machine in the longwall should assure machine parameters allowing 
proper mining (longwall shearer, cutter heads) taking the winning from the shearer and material 
haulage (longwall conveyor), and consequently do the shift (band conveyors). At the same time, 
process of the roof supporting must be realized (longwall support) (Krauze, 2000b). That is why 
from physical point of view we can easily determine places limiting the mining output, mainly 
operational speed of the longwall shearer movement. 

Such places are as follow:
– Worm-type cutter heads, including their loading and cutting abilities,
– Longwall push-plate conveyor and ins ability of taking the winning from the longwall 

shearer,
– Longwall support, including time of relocation into a new fi eld.
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Each of the mentioned factors can considerably limit real speed of the longwall shearer 
advance. That is why the longwall shearer advance speed resulting from the assumed mining 
output should be smaller than permissible speeds resulting from loading abilities, taking the 
winning, including the support relocation. Otherwise, reduction of the advance speed, dustiness 
and limitation of coarse-grained coal fragments can occur. 

2.1. Classical two-way mining

The term classic two-way mining, which is preferred and commonly used in Poland, should 
be understood as mining comprising whole longwall height and full cutting depth mining system. 
That is why there is a minimal advance speed vpvd at which assumed daily production output 
can be obtained (Fig. 1). In such circumstances, as was mentioned before, operational longwall 
shearer advance speed vp must be smaller than permissible advance speed vporg resulting from 
loading capacity of cutting advices (shearer without loaders) or cutter (shearer with loaders). 
Also speed vp must be smaller than permissible advance speeds resulting from winning taking 
ability by the conveyor, at compatible vpz or adverse vpp movement of the shearer and conveyor 
planes. It is also required that the time of support relocation was shorter than time of the conveyor 
travel along its width (speed vpob). Obviously, the above shearer advance speed distribution is 
obligatory also for the other technologies. 

Fig. 1. Required (daily production output) and permissible shearer advance rates 
with respect to support and conveyor parameters

Vpvd

Vpob

Vpp

Vpz

Vporg

VpVpvd VpobVppVpzVporg

In case of classic two-way longwall operation, the operational cycle consists of the shearer 
slotting phase, normal operation phase and in some circumstances roof or fl oor dinting. Charac-
teristic is realization of two slotting processes at the longwall ends. Realization of this process 
requires obviously determined time period of the shearer operation at its minimal productivity, 
which is comparable with time of realization of normal operation, where basal productivity is 
obtained. 
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2.2. Two-way mining with half-full cutting depth mining system 
and whole longwall height

Two-way mining with half-full cutting depth mining system and whole longwall height 
comprises mining of the coal body by the shearer with different cutting depth. At both ends of 
the longwall the shearer mines/cuts with full cutting depth mining system, however, between 
the ends with only half-full cutting depth. In such circumstances slotting is not necessary, what 
results in shorter time of the cycle realization. At the same time, reduction of the cutting depth 
by half on almost whole longwall length allows increasing the shearer speed and reduction of 
the other machines loading (operation within more unstressed zone).

Although the cutting depth is reduced, limitation of the relocation time allows obtaining 
comparable, or even higher daily production output than in case of full depth cutting, although 
parameters of the longwall complex are not satisfi ed. In this case, fi xing of required shearer ad-
vance speeds during both full and half-full cutting depth mining. Values of these speeds are not 
arbitrary and they should be correlated with ability of the winning taken by the conveyor, and 
sometimes with time of the support relocation. 

2.3. Two-way mining with full cutting depth 
and not full longwall height

The mentioned two mining modes with use of the shearer are recommended mostly for 
thin (H ≤ 1,5 m) and middle (H ≤ 2,5 m) walls, but they can also be used in case of thick walls 
(H ≥ 2,5 m). However, two-way mining with full cutting depth but not full wall height is recom-
mended particularly for high walls, where the required technical equipment is missing. In such 
case, the shearer, after slotting, is working in full cutting depth but not full wall height, leaving 
part of mined coal near the fl oor. 

When the opposite longwall end is reached, the shearer changes only position of its arms 
and returns, mining the left lower coal shelf. Advance rates, which should be used are different 
and they are determined analytically or empirically in function of the mining height. 

Use of this mining mode allows taking advantage of actually produced longwall complexes, 
obtaining the mining output comparable with classical mining. However, in case of classical 
mining, development of new generation machines and devices for high walls is needed. 

2.4. One-way mining

One-way mining with full cutting depth and whole wall height is applied in particular cases, 
related with local mining-geological conditions and technical condition of the longwall complex. 
That is why its application calls for individual attitude, to obtain possibly high mining output, 
however lower than in case of two-way mining. Also in this case, required shearer advance rates 
should be fi xed in order to obtain possibly high mining output. 
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3. Daily mining output

The longwall excavation developed in result of cross-cutting of right roadway P and left 
roadway N, characterizes with defi nite total length Lc, height H and longitudinal inclination angle 
αpod (Fig. 2). At the longwall length Lc (classic mining) we can distinguish sections located near 
right roadway and left roadway, where the longwall shearer in engaged in slotting process. Near 
the right roadway it is done in the longwall section Lzp, and near the left roadway in the section 
Lzn respectively. When the slotting is done, the next part of the longwall is mined with full cut-
ting depth (normal operation). In case of mining conducted toward the left roadway it is done at 
the longwall length Lp, and in case of opposite movement at the longwall length Lz. In such case 
a longwall mining cycle comprises adverse cut and normal cut. During adverse cut the shearer 
is moved from right roadway to left roadway, in direction opposite to winning haulage direction. 
However, in case of normal cut the shearer is moved from over-shift to the right roadway, in 
the same direction as the winning haulage. Thus we can assume that number of adverse cuts np 
realized in time Tp must be equal to number of normal cuts nz realized in time Tz. 

Assuming that times tcp and tcz are consisted of the sum of slotting times, normal operation 
and preparation of the shearer to execution of adverse and normal cut, we can write that:

 tcp = tp + tpp + top (1)

 tcz = tz + tpz + toz (2)

where:
 tcp — time of adverse cut realization,
 tp — time of the shearer operation (normal operation) at the longwall length Lp with 

adverse cut,

Fig. 2. Longwall scheme with chosen parameters
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 tpp — shearer slottning time at the longwall length Lzp and time of the conveyor drive 
change – left roadway – adverse cut,

 tcz — time of the normal cut realization,
 tz — time of the shearer operation (normal operation) at the longwall length Lz – adverse 

cut,
 tpz — time of the shearer slotting at the longwall length Lzn and time of the conveyor 

drive change – right roadway – normal cut,
 toz — time of the shearer preparing for normal operation – left roadway.

Assuming that a time of daily longwall operation T is a sum of times Tp and Tz we can 
write:

 T = Tp + Tz (3)

where:
 Tp — time of the longwall operation – adverse cuts,
 Tz — time of the longwall operation – normal cuts.

Assuming equal number of normal and adverse cuts we can write that:
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Volume, i.e. mass of the winning obtained with adverse and normal cuts, results from long-
wall and cutting depth mining parameters, so:

 Vd = Vdp + Vdz (6)

 Vdp = Hp · Zp · Lc · γ · np (7)

 Vdz = Hz · Zz · Lc · γ · nz (8)

where:
 Vd — longwall daily output,
 Vdp — longwall daily output from adverse cuts,
 Vdz — longwall daily output from normal cuts,
 Hp — mining height for adverse cut,
 Hz — half-full cutting depth mining height for normal cut,
 Zp — cutting depth mining for adverse cut,
 Zz — half-full cutting depth mining for normal cut,
 Lc — total longwall length,
 γ — mass density of the mineral.
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Calculating number of cuts np and nz from quotients of times Tp, Tz, tcp, tcz we can write:
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where:
 Hpp — mining height for slotting at the longwall length Lzp for adverse cut – left road-

way,
 Zpp — half-full cutting depth mining during slotting at the longwall length Lzp for adverse 

cutting – left roadway,
 Lzp — length of the longwall segment, at which the shearer slotting takes place – right 

roadway,
 Lp — adverse cut length,
 vpp — shearer advance rate at the longwall length Lp,
 Lz — normal cut lenght,
 vpz — shearer advance rate at the longwall length Lz,
 tpoz — sum of times toz and tpz,
 tpop — sum of times top and tpp,
 Hzz — mining heigth for slotting at the longwall length Lzn for adverse cut – left road-

way,
 Zzz — half-full cutting depth mining during slotting at the longwall length Lzn for adverse 

cut – right roadway,
 Lzn — length of the longwall section, at which the shearer slotting takes place – for adverse 

cut – left roadway.

Based on the relations (6), (9), (10) we can calculate value of the daily mining output for 
given longwall and used mining technologies (described before). 

For two-way classic mining we can write that:
− Hp = Hpp = Hz = Hzz = H
− Zp = Zpp = Zz = Zzz = Z
− L = Lp = Lz

− Lw = Lzp = Lzn

− tpo = tpoz = tpop

− vp = vpp = vpz

− Lc = Lw + L
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Based on the above, in relations (6), (9), (10) we obtain already known formula describing 
the daily mining output (Krauze, 2000b).
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Whereas for two-way mining with half-full cutting depth mining system and whole height 
of the longwall we can write that:

− Hp = Hpp = Hz = Hzz = H
− Zpp = Zzz = Z
− Zp = Zz = 0,5Z
− L = Lp = Lz

− Lw = Lzp = Lzn

− tpo = tpoz = tpop

− vp = vpp = vpz

− Lc = Lw + L

Taking the above under consideration in relations (6), (9), (10) we obtain the following 
formula describing the daily mining output:
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Using full cutting depth mining system and not whole longwall height, where mining height 
toward left roadway is bigger than in case of movement in the opposite direction (right roadway), 
we can write that:

− Zp = Zpp = Zz = Zzz = Z
− Lc = Lzp + Lp = Lz

− Hp = Hpp = Hp

− Hz = Hzz = Hz

− tpoz = toz

So we obtain the following relation for the daily mining output Vdp and Vdz:
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For contrary variant, where mining height toward left roadway is smaller than in opposite 
direction (right roadway), only different for of formula occurs:

– Lc = Lz + Lz = Lp

– tpop = top

So relations for Vdp and Vdz have the following form:
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If mining is conducted toward left roadway and loading is conducted in the opposite direc-
tion (right roadway), the one-way mining for cutting depth mining system and whole longwall 
height requires as follow:

− Hp = Hpp = Hz = H
− Hzz = 0
− Zp = Zpp = Zz = Z
− Zzz = 0
− Lc = Lzp + Lp = Lz

− tpoz = toz

− Vdz = 0

Thus a relation for Vdp takes the following form:
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In the inverse situation we can write that:
− Hp = Hzz = Hz = H
− Hpp = 0
− Zp = Zzz = Zz = Z
− Zpp = 0
− Lc = Lzn + Lz = Lp

− tpop = top

− Vdp = 0
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The obtained relations for Vd, Vdp and Vdz, if various mining technologies are applied, al-
low calculation of the production output, taking under consideration various mining parameters, 
which can be changed. However, it should be noted that chosen parameters are not arbitrary but 
they result from cooperation of the longwall complex machines, including mining-geological 
conditions. 

4. Example of application

The following assumptions were made in order to determine and assess the longwall per-
formance with use of different mining systems:

– Longwall excavation:
 height H 3,5 m,
 length L 200 m,
 coal specifi c mass γ 1,4 Mg/m3,
 daily operational time T 16 godz.

– Longwall shearer:
 Mining scope 2÷3,9 m,
 Maximal cutting depth z 0,8 m,
 Maximal advance rate vp max 17 m/min
 Cutting tool rotations n 33,2 rpm,
 Number of cutting tools two cutting tools Ø2000×800 mm.

– Longwall conveyor:
 Output Qt 1300 Mg/h
 Chain speed vt 1,28 m/s.

– Longwall support:
 Support type supporting-shielding,
 Sprag scope 1,8÷4,2 m,
 Section width 1,5 m.

Permissible shearer advance rates resulting from conveyor capacity and loading capacities 
of cutting tool were determined for such assumptions (Krauze, 1997, 2000a, 2000b).

The calculation results for the longwall conveyor are shown graphically in Fig. 3 and 4. 
Distribution of the shearer advance rates at normal movement (full line) and at inverse move-
ment (dotted line) in function of the cutting depth for the longwall height H = 3,5 m are shown 
in Fig. 3. Whereas, perimissible shearer advance rates in function of the longwall height and 
cutting depth z = 0,8 m are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Permissible shearer advance rate resulting from conveyor capacity if function of the longwall height H
vpz – permissible advance rate for normal conveyor and shearer movement,
vpp – permissible advance rate for inverse conveyor and shearer movement.

Qt = 1300 Mg/h; vt = 1,28 m/s; γ = 1,4 Mg/m3; kr = 1,4; kL = 1,0

Fig. 3. Permissible shearer advance rate resulting from conveyor capacity in function of cutting depth z
vpz – permissible advance rate for normal conveyor and shearer movement,
vpp – permissible advance rate for inverse conveyor and shearer movement.

Qt = 1300 Mg/h; vt = 1,28 m/s; γ = 1,4 Mg/m3; kr = 1,4; kL = 1,0
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In both cases, as easily seen, shearer advance rate distributions are curvilinear and decreas-
ing. This phenomenon is observed particularly for shearer advance rates determined in function 
of the longwall height. The fi gures in question explain loading-related problems, to be more 
precise its lack or automatic reduction of the shearer advance rate. These diagrams can be very 
helpful for calculation of permissible shearer advance rates resulting from the conveyor capacity 
and mining direction. 

Diagram of distribution of the shearer advance rate resulting from the cutting tool loading 
capacities – cutting tools Ø2000×800 mm without loaders, expressed in function of the longwall 
height and two cutting depths 0,4 and 0,8 m is shown in Fig. 5. As seen it is a decreasing curve, 
and the shearer advance rate for bigger cutting depth is smaller than equivalent rate for the smaller 
cutting depth. The diagram in question can be used for the assessment of the shearer advance 
rate for given longwall height and cutting depth. Similar situation is observed in Fig. 6, where 
vp distribution in function of z and H is shown. 

Fig. 5. Permissible shearer advance rate resulting from loading capacity of cutting tools working without 
loaders in function of the longwall height H

z – cutting depth; kw = 0,3; n = 33,2 rpm; kr = 1,4; kL = 1,0; Vo = 1,115404719 m3 (Ds = 2,0 m)

Whereas, diagram of permissible shearer advance rate vp in function of cutting depth for 
the same cutting tool cooperating with loader, is shown in Fig. 7. Course of this curve is similar 
as in previous cases, however because of real value of the coeffi cient kw are higher than in case 
without loaders. 

Calculations aimed at defi nition of possible daily production output have been made for 
mentioned assumptions, taking under consideration the executed calculation and used mining 
system. 
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Fig. 6. Permissible shearer advance rate resulting from cutting tools loading capacity, which work without 
loaders in function of cutting depth Z

H – longwall height; kw = 0,3; n = 33,2 rpm; kr = 1,4; kL = 1,0, Vo = 1,115404719 m3 (Ds = 2,0 m)

This procedure was applied for different mining systems, assuming realistic variants oc-
curring in underground Mine, within the longwall having previously assumed parameters and 
equipment (Krauze, 2000b). 

It was observed that for various permissible shaerer advance rates only a few optimal vari-
ants accepted for actual mining standards were obtained. These variants comprise:

– Classic mining:
• loading with cutting tools:

 without loaders vpłb ≤ 5,7 m/min
 with loaders vpłz ≤ 8,3 m/min.

• taking the winning by conveyor:
 normal movement vpz ≤ 3,8 m/min,
 inverse movement vpp < 4,2 m/min.
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– Mining for whole longwall height and half-full cutting depth (z = 0,4 m):
• loading with cutting tools:

 without loaders vpłb ≤ 11,3 m/min,
 with loaders vpłz ≤ 16,5 m/min.

• taking the winning by conveyor :
 normal movement vpz ≤ 7,2 m/min,
 inverse movement vpp < 8,8 m/min.

– Mining for whole longwall height and full cutting depth:
 Mining height 2,0 and 1,5 m

• loading with cutting tools:
 without loaders vpłb (2,0 m) ≤ 9,9 m/min and vpłb (1,5 m) ≤ 13,2 m/min,
 with loaders vpłz (2,0 m) ≤ 8,3 m/min and vpłz (1,5 m) ≤ 11,0 m/min

• taking the winning by conveyor :
 normal movement vpz ≤ 8,2 m/min (H = 1,5 m),
 inverse movement vpp < 7,6 m/min (H = 2,0 m).

The above variants, chosen from a number of possible variants, allowed to determine the 
daily production output for previously chosen longwall and its equipment. For classic mining 
the daily production output reaches the kevel of Vd ≤ 9400 Mg/d (tpo = 30 min, vpz = 3,8 m/min, 

Fig. 7. Permissible shearer advance rate resulting from cutting tool loading capacity, which works 
with shield loader in function of cutting depth z

Ds – cutting tool diameter; kw = 0,5; n = 33,2 rpm; kr = 1,4; kL = 1,0; Vo = 1,115404719 m3 (Ds = 2,0 m)
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vpp = 4,2 m/min). Whereas, in case of mining for whole longwall height and half-full cutting 
depth (tpo = 10 min, vpz = 7,2 m/min, vpp = 8,8 m/min) the daily production output reaches up 
to 15600 Mg/day. Using mining system for full cutting depth and not whole longwall height 
(H = 2 m, inverse movement, H = 1,5 m, normal movement) we can reach daily production output 
at the level of 8840 Mg/day (tpop = 30 min, toz = 10 min, vpz = 7,6 m/min, vpp = 8,2 m/min). It 
results from mentioned calculations that the shearer longwall complex, which was used so far for 
exploitation of highest quality coal can not reach daily production output higher than 9000 Mg/d 
(classic, two-way mining). In this case increase of the daily production output may be reached 
only in result of organizational and technological changes (mining for whole longwall height 
and half-full cutting depth). 

4. Final conclusion

Commonly used in Polish hard coal mines exploitation system with two-way mining for 
full cutting depth and whole longwall height possesses unquestionable advantages, however it 
has also some disadvantages, particularly if the work organization, technology and the longwall 
parameters are not properly selected. It is proved by the discussed example, where shearer ad-
vance rate allowing obtain targeted daily output is limited by loading capacities of mining tools 
and conveyor capacity. In such case, improvement of mining tool loading capacity and conveyor 
capacity seams to be necessary, what is not always possible and reasonable. Thus increase of the 
longwall daily output should comprise organizational and technological changes. Application 
of mining with full cutting depth and not whole longwall height, or half-full cutting depth and 
whole longwall height, is one of such solutions. In such case, higher shearer advance rate, shorter 
relocation time tpo and in consequence bigger daily production output, can be obtained. 
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